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The Conserved Nup107-160 Complex Is Critical
for Nuclear Pore Complex Assembly

two lipid bilayers of the NE, the inner and outer nuclear
membranes (INM, ONM), and form aqueous channels
(Doye and Hurt, 1997; Vasu and Forbes, 2001).
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toplasmic and nuclear annular rings, and, at least in1EMBL
metazoa, asymmetric cytoplasmic and nuclear filamen-Meyerhofstrasse 1
tous structures. Both yeast and human NPCs have re-69117 Heidelberg
cently been shown to consist of roughly 30 nucleoporinsGermany
that are present either in eight copies per NPC or in2 UMR 144 CNRS-Institut Curie
multiples of eight (Allen et al., 2001; Cronshaw et al.,26 Rue d’Ulm
2002; Rout et al., 2000).75248 Paris Cedex 05

Genetic and biochemical studies, mostly of the yeastFrance
S. cerevisiae, have identified groups of nucleoporins3 CRC Department of Structural Cell Biology
that are tightly associated and that may correspond toPaterson Institute for Cancer Research
NPC modules (Doye and Hurt, 1997; Ohno et al., 1998;Christie Hospital National Health Service Trust
Vasu and Forbes, 2001). Components of these differentManchester M20 9BX
modules are sequentially recruited to the reassemblingUnited Kingdom
NE late in metazoan mitosis, suggesting that NPC as-
sembly is an ordered process (Belgareh et al., 2001;
Bodoor et al., 1999; Daigle et al., 2001; Haraguchi et al.,Summary
2000). Nucleoporins are generally not well conserved in
evolution (Ohno et al., 1998; Vasu and Forbes, 2001),Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) are large multiprotein
but those that are more conserved include the compo-assemblies that allow traffic between the cytoplasm
nents of the S. cerevisiae scNup84 complex. scNup84and the nucleus. During mitosis in higher eukaryotes,
is the homolog of rat Nup107 (Radu et al., 1994) andthe Nuclear Envelope (NE) breaks down and NPCs
purifies in a complex consisting of scNup85, scNup120,disassemble. How NPCs reassemble and incorporate
scNup145-C, scSeh1 (Sec 13 homolog 1), and scSec13into the NE upon mitotic exit is poorly understood. We
(Siniossoglou et al., 1996, 2000). scNup84 also interactsdemonstrate a function for the conserved Nup107-160
directly with scNup133 (Belgareh et al., 2001). A complexcomplex in this process. Partial in vivo depletion of
of these seven nucleoporins has been reconstitutedNup133 or Nup107 via RNAi in HeLa cells resulted in
from recombinant components (Lutzmann et al., 2002).reduced levels of multiple nucleoporins and decreased

Mutation of scNup84 complex components leads toNPC density in the NE. Immunodepletion of the entire
a variety of phenotypes that include nuclear polyA� RNANup107-160 complex from in vitro nuclear assembly
accumulation, NPC clustering in the NE, and abnormali-reactions produced nuclei with a continuous NE but
ties in NE organization (Doye and Hurt, 1997). Analysisno NPCs. This phenotype was reversible only if
of vertebrate nucleoporins points to the conclusion thatNup107-160 complex was readded before closed NE
at least 5 of the equivalent proteins: Nup107, Nup133,formation. Depletion also prevented association of
Nup96 (homologous to scNup145-C), Nup160/Nup120,FG-repeat nucleoporins with chromatin. We propose
and Sec13 form an analogous complex that we will refera stepwise model in which postmitotic NPC assembly
to as the Nup107-160 complex (Belgareh et al., 2001;initiates on chromatin via early recruitment of the
Fontoura et al., 1999; Vasu et al., 2001). Both the yeastNup107-160 complex.
and human complexes appear to be located symmetri-
cally on both sides of the NE (Belgareh et al., 2001; RoutIntroduction
et al., 2000). Overexpression of fragments of Nup160
and Nup133 led to nuclear polyA� RNA accumulationThe existence of the nuclear envelope (NE) and the con-
(Vasu et al., 2001) providing a first indication for func-sequent compartmentalization of nucleic acid (DNA and
tional conservation of the complex.RNA) and protein synthesis in eukaryotic cells generates

Additional information on the complex came from ana requirement for high-capacity macromolecular trans-
analysis of the localization and dynamics of Nup133 andport between the nucleus and the cytoplasm. Nucleocy-
Nup107 in mammalian cells (Belgareh et al., 2001). Asidetoplasmic transport involves active, receptor-mediated
from the unexpected observation that a small fraction oftranslocation through nuclear pore complexes (NPCs)
each protein was kinetochore-associated during mitosis(Conti and Izaurralde, 2001; Görlich and Kutay, 1999;
two other results were of particular interest. First, unlikeMattaj and Englmeier, 1998). These structures fuse the
other previously studied nucleoporins that showed very
rapid exchange at the NPC during interphase, like*Correspondence: mattaj@embl-heidelberg.de
Nup153 and gp210 (Daigle et al., 2001; G. Rabut and J.4 These authors contributed equally to this work.
Ellenberg, personal communication), Nup133 and Nup1075 Present address: Netherlands Cancer Institute, H4, Plesmanlaan

121, 1066 CX Amsterdam, Netherlands were both immobile NPC components that moved on
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or off the NPC roughly once per cell cycle. Second, the trast, no decrease in p62 or gp210 was observed (Figure
1D). Nup107 siRNA treatment caused similar reductionstwo proteins accumulated at the reforming NE at the end
in the levels of these nucleoporins.of mitosis earlier than other nucleoporins whose behavior

To further investigate the effects of Nup107 andin this regard has been studied (Belgareh et al., 2001,
Nup133 depletion on the distribution of other Nups, aand references therein). Given the biochemical data re-
series of immunolocalizations was carried out withviewed above and subsequent analysis of the dynamics
Nup107, Nup133, or mAb414 counterstaining. Controlof four known Nup107-160 complex components (G.
cells and cells after 3 days of Nup107 siRNA treatmentRabut and J. Ellenberg, personal communication), it now
are shown in Figure 2A; for Nup133 depletions, see Sup-seems that the whole complex behaves similarly. These
plemental Figure S1A available at http://www.cell.com/observations suggested that the Nup107-160 complex
cgi/content/full/113/2/195/DC1. There was a consider-might have an early role in NPC assembly and, once
able reduction in nuclear rim staining of Nup133 (Figureincorporated, be a stable anchoring point for other, more
2A; a, a�), Nup96 (Figure 2A; b, b�), Nup98 (Figure 2A;mobile, Nups. The data reported here provide strong
c, c�), Tpr (Figure 2A; d, d�), Nup93, p62, CAN/Nup214,support for this hypothesis and demonstrate a critical
and RANBP2/Nup358 (data not shown). gp210 androle for the Nup107-160 complex in postmitotic NPC
Nup153 (Figure 2A; e, e�, f, f�) also showed reducedformation.
staining at the NE but in these cases the extent of reduc-
tion was variable and for Nup153 was less. Lamin A/CResults
staining (Figure 2A; g, g�) was not affected. All of the
nucleoporins except Nup153 transiently colocalizedIn Vivo Depletion of Nup133 or Nup107 Reduces
with mAb414 to the AL-like cytoplasmic foci, as bestNPC Density in the NE
seen in the Nup133-depleted cells (Figures 1A and Sup-The function of the Nup107-160 complex was first ad-
plemental Figure S1A available at above website). In thedressed using RNA interference. Small interfering (si)
case of Nup153, but not of any of the other nucleoporinsRNA duplexes (Elbashir et al., 2001) targeted to Nup133
tested, evidence for some aggregation in the plane ofor Nup107 were transfected into HeLa cells and the
the NE was observed in a subset of cells (e.g., Figureeffects on both their targets and other nucleoporins were
2A, f). Tpr initially delocalized throughout the nucleusassayed. In most Nup133 siRNA-treated cells, presum-
and, to a minor extent, to the mAb414-labeled cyto-ably those transfected, immunofluorescence analysis
plasmic foci. Later, Tpr relocalized to bigger cytoplasmicrevealed a gradual reduction of Nup133 staining at the
and nuclear aggregates which did not contain otherNE over 3 days, consistent with the gradual loss of this
nucleoporins (Figure 2A; d, d�, Supplemental Figure S1Astable protein by dilution as the cells underwent division
available at above website).(Figure 1A, D1–D3). A similar reduction in Nup107 immu-

We next examined effects on nucleocytoplasmicnofluorescence was seen in Nup107 siRNA-treated cells
transport. While the basic NLS-containing lamin pro-(Figure 1B). Unexpectedly, in both cases a progressive
teins localized normally (Figure 2A, g) and import of anbut less severe reduction of NE staining was seen using
RGG reporter protein was unaffected (data not shown),

the mAb414 antibody, that recognizes a group of FG-
nuclear accumulation of poly A� RNA was observed in

repeat containing nucleoporins (Davis and Blobel, 1986;
Nup107 (Figure 2B) and Nup133 (Supplemental Figure

Figures 1A and 1B). In most Nup133-depleted cells and S1B available at above website) siRNA-treated cells.
some Nup107-depleted cells, a transient increase in cy- Both SC-35 (Figure 2B and Supplemental Figure S1B
toplasmic foci that contained mAb414 antigens, Nup133, available at above website) and PML (data not shown)
and Nup107 was also observed (Figures 1A, 1B, 2A, and relocalized from the nucleus to cytoplasmic aggregates,
Supplemental Figure S1A available at http://www.cell. distinct from AL or Tpr foci, in some Nup107 and Nup133
com/cgi/content/full/113/2/195/DC1). Thin section EM siRNA-treated cells, possibly reflecting an effect on the
analysis revealed frequent annulate lamellae (AL) in the nucleocytoplasmic transport of these proteins.
Nup133 siRNA-treated cell population (Figure 1C). Since The above results indicated that NPC assembly might
no such structures were detected in nontransfected be impaired by depletion of Nup107 or Nup133. Field
control HeLa cells of the same strain (data not shown), emission in-line scanning electron microscopy (FEISEM)
this indicates that the cytoplasmic foci are probably AL of cells treated to expose the nuclear surface (Allen et
(see Discussion). al., 1998) was used to further examine this possibility.

To determine how the total cellular levels of various The density of NPCs per unit area was much lower in
Nups were affected by the depletions, Western blot anal- the Nup133 siRNA-treated cells than in control cells
ysis of cells transfected with Nup133, Nup107, or control (Figure 2C). Quantitation of NPC density in control NEs
siRNAs was made 3 days after transfection. The data gave a mean value of 24 NPCs �m�2, the median range
were quantified by comparing Western blots of dilutions being in the 20–24 �m�2 interval. In Nup133-depleted
of control and depleted cell extracts (data not shown). cells, the mean density was 8.5 NPCs �m�2 and the
An unspecific crossreacting band (asterisk) and protein median value was in the 4–8 �m�2 range. At this level
staining act as loading controls. The level of Nup133 of resolution, some remaining NPCs had an abnormal
remaining in Nup133 siRNA-treated cells, corrected for surface appearance while others did not (Figure 2C).
the transfection efficiency of 90%, was in the range of
15%–20% (Figure 1D). Surprisingly, the levels of several Nup107 and Nup133 Associate with Chromatin
nucleoporins were reduced by at least 50%. These in- Early during Nuclear Assembly In Vitro
cluded Nup107 and Nup96 that are both components The in vivo data strongly suggested a function for

Nup133 and Nup107, and thus the Nup107-160 complex,of the Nup107-160 complex, Tpr and Nup153. In con-
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Figure 1. Depletion of Nup133 and Nup107 Results in Reduced Cellular and NE Levels of Various Nucleoporins

(A and B) HeLa cells transfected with siRNA duplexes specific for Nup133 (A) or Nup107 (B) were fixed after 24 (D1), 48 (D2), or 72 (D3) hr
and analyzed by immunofluorescence microscopy using affinity-purified anti-Nup133 or Nup107 antibodies in combination with mAb414.
Mock-treated cells (D0) are shown as control. Bar is equal to 10 �m.
(C) Thin section EM of HeLa cells fixed after 3 days of Nup133 siRNA treatment show annulate lamellae (arrows) in the cytoplasm. Bar is
equal to 1 �m.
(D) Whole-cell extracts from Nup133, Nup107, or control siRNA-treated HeLa cells were made 3 days after transfection and analyzed by
Western blot using the antibodies indicated on the left. An unspecific crossreacting band (*) and Ponceau red staining are shown as loading
controls.

in NPC assembly. However, the general reduction in the Previously such reactions have been used to assay the
effects of immunodepletion of several nucleoporins (Fin-level of most nucleoporins examined in the depleted

cells and the effects on nucleocytoplasmic transport lay and Forbes, 1990; Finlay et al., 1991; Grandi et al.,
1997; Powers et al., 1997; Walther et al., 2001, 2002).made it essential to employ a more direct approach to

test the function of the Nup107-160 complex. An in vitro We first determined whether components of the
Nup107-160 complex are incorporated early during NEsystem based on Xenopus egg extract, which recapitu-

lates pronuclear assembly and mimics the events of reassembly, as in mammalian cells. A time course of
immunofluorescence staining on sperm chromatin thatpostmitotic NE reassembly was therefore used (Forbes

et al., 1983; Lohka and Masui, 1983; Newport, 1987). acts as a template for nuclear assembly was carried out.
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Figure 2. Fluorescence and FEISEM Analysis of Nup107 and Nup133-Depleted HeLa Cells

(A) Widefield microscopy images of immunofluorescence of nontransfected cells (left) and cells treated for 3 days with Nup107 siRNA (right)
with anti-Nup133 (a), Nup96 (b), Nup98 (c), Tpr (d), gp210 (e), Nup153 (f), or lamin A/C (g) antibodies with either mAb414 or Nup107 counterstaining
as indicated (a�–g�). For Nup153, a tangential section (f, f�) that reveals its partial aggregation is shown. Bar is equal to 10 �m.
(B) Nup107-depleted cells were analyzed by FISH using Cy3-labeled oligo-dT and immunofluorescence with anti-Nup107 and anti-SC-35
antibodies as indicated. DNA was stained with DAPI. Bar is equal to 10 �m.
(C) FEISEM analysis of the NE surface of (a) mock- or (b) Nup133 siRNA-treated HeLa cells. NPCs are circled. Insets show enlargement of
marked NPCs. Bars are equal to 100 nm.

Both Nup107 and Nup133 associated with the chromatin probably means that the entire Nup107-160 complex
binds early to chromatin. As shown below, all thesurface early by comparison with the group of Nups

recognized by mAb414 (Figure 3). By 10 min, a general, Nup133 in the extract is associated with Nup107, further
supporting this assumption, but reagents against othersomewhat punctate staining of both Nup107 and

Nup133 was seen. This chromatin staining occurred be- complex components that would be required for defini-
tive proof are currently unavailable.fore addition of membrane fractions, i.e., in the absence

of NE assembly (see also Figure 7A below). As the nu-
clear assembly reaction progressed, a further difference Depletion of Nup107 Blocks NPC Insertion

into the NE In Vitrowas observed. Both Nup107 and Nup133 staining cov-
ered the entire chromatin surface at intermediate as- The effect of Nup107 depletion on NE assembly was

tested. Affinity-purified antibodies were immobilizedsembly times, while mAb414 staining remained punctate
throughout (Figure 3, mb�30 min images). In the pres- and egg extract was passed over them. After two rounds

of depletion, both Nup107 and Nup133 had been effec-ence of membrane fractions, reactions proceeded to
complete nuclear assembly (lowest images). tively removed from the extract (Figure 4A). All detect-

able Nup133 was codepleted with Nup107, demonstra-Nup107 and Nup133 appeared to be colocalized at
all time points (inset images). Their identical behavior ting that Nup133 is quantitatively in a complex with
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Figure 3. Time Course of Nucleoporin Re-
cruitment to Chromatin in a Nuclear Reconsti-
tution Assay

Demembranated sperm chromatin was incu-
bated in Xenopus egg extract. After 10 min,
membranes (mb) were added to the reaction.
A sample was removed from the reaction at
the indicated time points and analyzed by
confocal microscopy after immunofluores-
cence using anti-Nup107 (green in the over-
lay), biotinylated anti-Nup133 (red in the over-
lay), and mAb414. Chromatin was stained
with DAPI (blue in the overlay). Insets are
higher magnifications. Bar is equal to 10 �m.

Nup107. Interestingly, a higher proportion of Nup107 although strong staining was seen in mock-depleted reac-
tions (Figure 4B, lower images). To examine this in morethan of Nup133 was removed after the first depletion,

indicating that some Nup107 is present in a Nup133- detail, the NE surface was visualized by FEISEM.
Whereas very abundant NPC structures were seen infree form (Figure 4A, top images). It should be noted

that only a minor phenotype was associated with a sin- the NEs of nuclei assembled for either 30 or 90 min in
mock-depleted extract (Figure 4C), essentially no NPCsgle round of depletion even though much of the Nup107

was removed at this step. More complete removal of were seen on nuclei assembled in Nup107-depleted ex-
tract (Figure 4D). The density of NPCs after 90 min ofNup107 and the consequent efficient depletion of

Nup133 (and most likely other constituents of the 107- assembly fell from 20 � 1.8 �m�2 to 0.008 � 0.008 �m�2.
In addition, none of the intermediates in NPC assembly160 complex) were required to observe the strong phe-

notype described below. (dimples, pores, star-rings, and thin rings; Goldberg et al.,
1997) were detected. This suggested that Nup107, asThe effect of depletion on nuclear assembly was first

tested using fluorescently labeled membrane fractions part of the Nup107-160 complex, plays a critical role in
postmitotic NPC assembly in the NE.(Hetzer et al., 2000) and observing nonfixed samples

directly in the confocal microscope. Fixed samples were
then analyzed in conjunction with NPC immunofluores- Purified Nup107-160 Complex Restores NPC

Assembly and Functioncence analysis. In order to rule out effects due to nuclear
or NE growth, relatively early assembly times (60–90 To prove that the effect of depletion was a specific result

of removal of the Nup107-160 complex, it was necessarymin) were recorded, although the differences described
below persisted at later times. This meant that many of to complement the defect. The Nup107-160 complex

was purified from Xenopus egg extract using short frag-the nuclei were irregular in shape (Figure 4B).
In Nup107-depleted extracts, closed NEs were formed ments of both Nup153 and Nup98 that had previously

been used in affinity enrichment of the complex (Vasuon chromatin templates at an efficiency similar to that
observed in the mock-depleted controls (Figure 4B, top et al., 2001). Similar fragments to those of Vasu et al.,

as well as a control fragment from CAN/Nup214 (Figureimages). The other membrane structures seen in these
two images are a mixture of aggregated membrane vesi- 5A), were fused to the TAP tag (Rigaut et al., 1999) and

used for purification. As previously observed (Vasu etcles and assembling endoplasmic reticulum (Hetzer et
al., 2001). In contrast, no mAb414 rim fluorescence was al., 2001), four prominent common bands were seen in

both Nup98 and Nup153 eluates (Figure 5B, comparedetected on nuclei assembled in Nup107-depleted extract
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Figure 4. Nuclei Formed in Nup107 Depleted
Lack NPCs

Nup107 was depleted from the Xenopus nu-
clear reconstitution system by two rounds of
incubation with immobilized anti-Nup107 an-
tibodies.
(A) Western blot analysis of mock and
Nup107-depleted extracts using the antibod-
ies indicated on the left.
(B) Nup107- or mock-depleted nuclei support
NE assembly around chromatin. Nuclei were
assembled for 2 hr in the presence of prela-
beled (DiIC6) membranes. Samples were re-
moved and analyzed unfixed by confocal mi-
croscopy (top images). Other samples were
fixed and membrane stain and immunofluo-
rescence with mAb414 (red) were analyzed
by confocal microscopy. Overlay of the mem-
brane and antibody signals is also shown.
The disordered NE membrane “aggregation”
phenotype seen in these samples is caused
by fixation. Bars are equal to 10 �m.
(C and D) Nuclei were assembled for 90 min
in either mock (C) or Nup107-depleted ex-
tracts (D) and processed for FEISEM. Repre-
sentative images of the nuclear surfaces are
shown. Bar is equal to 500 nm.

CAN/Nup214 control lane with the experimental lanes). nuities in NPC staining in the plane of the NE indicating
that NPC assembly was not restored to wild-type levels.Confirmation of the presence of Nup133 and Nup107 in

the eluted fractions and of their different concentrations Adding the purified complexes, however, only restored
Nup107 and Nup133 levels to maximally 50% of thosein the two fractions was obtained by Western blot (Figure

5C). Mass spectrometric analysis of the major bands in control extract, as determined by Western blot com-
parison of dilutions of undepleted extract and of theled to detection of Nup107 and Nup133 and to the identi-

fication of Nup160 and Nup96 in both the Nup98 and purified complex fractions (data not shown).
While both Lamin LIII and Nup153 immunofluores-Nup153 eluates, as well as of RanBP7 and importin �

in the Nup153 eluate. The interaction of the two import cence was undetectable in nuclei assembled in Nup107-
depleted extracts, complementation restored both anti-receptors with the Nup153 column did not depend on

their association with the Nup107-160 complex (data gens to the nuclear rim (Figure 6A, lower images). The
difference in Lamin and Nup153 accumulation seennot shown).

The two purified complex fractions and the control when the in vivo and in vitro depletion experiments are
compared (Figures 2 and 6) is most likely related to theeluate were then used in addback experiments. None

of these fractions had any effect when added to mock- fact that NPCs were essentially undetectable in the in
vitro case whereas they were still present, although atdepleted extract (data not shown). In addition, the CAN

eluate had no effect on Nup107 or mAb414 staining of a reduced level, after in vivo depletion.
When NPC function in nuclear protein import was as-nuclei assembled in depleted extract (Figure 6A, middle

images). Addition of the Nup98 eluate resulted in signifi- sayed, using a GFP-NLS fusion protein as substrate, the
results qualitatively reflected the restoration of Nup107cant, but weak, restoration of both the Nup107 and

mAb414 rim fluorescence (Supplemental Figure S2 and mAb414 antigen presence at the nuclear rim (Figure
6B). GFP-NLS and a control, BSA-SLN (Palacios et al.,available at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/113/2/

195/DC1). The more concentrated Nup153 eluate (Figure 1997), were not detected above background in nuclei
assembled in Nup107-depleted extract (Figure 6B and5B) resulted in further enhanced rim fluorescence of

both antigens (Supplemental Figure S2 available at data not shown). Complementation with the Nup98 or
Nup153 eluates partially restored GFP-NLS import andabove website). The best complementation was how-

ever consistently obtained when a 1:1 mix of both elu- the mixed eluates resulted in restoration of import to a
level that was not significantly different from that seenates, that contains less Nup107-160 complex than the

undiluted Nup153 eluate, was used (Figure 6A). Immuno- in mock-depleted extract (Figure 6B).
When closed NEs were allowed to reassemble priorfluorescence analysis of these nuclei revealed disconti-
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to the addition of the purified Nup107-160 complex, no
recruitment of mAb414 antigen to the NE was seen (data
not shown). This suggested that the presence of
Nup107-160 complex, on chromatin, prior to NE closure
was essential for NPC assembly. To rule out that this
result was simply due to insufficient Nup107-160 com-
plex in the addback fractions, similar assembly experi-
ments were performed, in which mock-depleted extract
was added to the Nup107-depleted extract either before
or after formation of a closed NE. As expected, when
depleted and mock-depleted extracts were mixed at the
beginning of the experiment, mAb414 antigens were
efficiently incorporated into the NE (Figure 6C; fourth
column). In contrast, when mock-depleted extract was
added to preformed nuclei in Nup107-depleted extract,
no significant mAb414 staining was observed (Figure
6C; third column). We conclude that the presence of the
Nup107-160 complex is required prior to NE closure for
postmitotic NPC assembly into the NE.

Depletion of Nup107 or BAPTA Treatment Prevents
Stable Association of mAb414 Antigens
with Chromatin
In order to gain more insight into the step at which
NPC assembly is affected by removal of the Nup107-
160 complex, we examined the accumulation kinetics
of mAb414 antigens on chromatin. In contrast to the
situation in mock-depleted extract, almost no mAb414
staining was seen on chromatin at any time in the reac-
tion carried out in the Nup107-depleted extract (Figure
7A, the inset images are longer exposures). Chromatin
decondensation and NE formation, in contrast, pro-
ceeded at similar rates in both cases (Figure 7A, Figure
4). In particular, no mAb414 labeling was observed at the
10 min time point, i.e., before the addition of membranes.
This suggests that the removal of the Nup107-160 complex
not only prevents assembly into NPCs of the group of
nucleoporins recognized by mAb414, but also blocks an
even earlier step in the recruitment of these proteins to
the chromatin surface prior to their insertion into the NE.

To obtain further evidence for this mechanism of NPC
insertion, we reinvestigated the point at which BAPTA,
a calcium chelator previously shown to block NPC as-
sembly in the NE (Macaulay and Forbes, 1996; Allen et
al., 1998), inhibits NPC assembly into the NE. As ex-
pected from prior studies, EGTA had no effect on
Nup107 or mAb414 recruitment to chromatin or their
incorporation into a closed NE (Figure 7B, top). In con-
trast, BAPTA allowed formation of a closed NE and sub-

Figure 5. Purification of the Nup107-160 Complex sequent chromatin decondensation, but no NPCs were
(A) Schematic representation of nucleoporin fragments used for present, as seen by the lack of mAb414 antigens in the
affinity purification of the Nup107-160 complex. The full-length NE at the end of the assembly reaction (Figure 7B, right
nucleoporins and some of their structural features are indicated by images, bottom row; see also Macaulay and Forbes,
gray boxes. The segments fused to the TAP-tag are indicated below

1996; Allen et al., 1998). When recruitment of Nup107by black lines. Numbers represent amino acid positions within the
and the mAb414 antigens was examined, Nup107 re-protein.
cruitment was seen to occur normally in a punctate(B) Silver-stained gel of proteins binding to TAP-tagged nucleoporin

fragments. The bait fragments are indicated above the lane, the pattern superimposed on general chromatin staining
position of proteins identified by mass spectrometry is indicated on (Figure 7B, bottom, middle row). In contrast, mAb414
the right, and size markers are on the left. antigens never accumulated above background levels.
(C) Western blot analysis of fractions like these in (B) using anti-

This strongly suggests that BAPTA blocks a step inNup133 and anti-Nup107 antibodies as indicated.
NPC assembly corresponding to the recruitment of FG
repeat-containing nucleoporins to chromatin to which
the Nup107-160 complex is bound, and that this step
is critical for NPC assembly in the NE.
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Discussion

The effects of depletion of Nup107 and Nup133 have
been examined both in vivo and in vitro. These two
nucleoporins are components of an evolutionarily con-
served complex called the Nup107-160 complex in ver-
tebrates and the Nup84 complex in S. cerevisiae. In vivo
depletion resulted in a complex phenotype. The major
observation was a considerable reduction in NE-associ-
ated immunofluorescence signal for the targeted nucleo-
porin, other Nup107-160 complex components, and other
nucleoporins not known to form any direct association
with the Nup107-160 complex. FEISEM analysis of the
depleted nuclei indicated that this loss of fluorescence
resulted from a decreased NPC density within the NE.
A second and possibly linked consequence of the loss
of nucleoporins from the NE was a reduction in the total
cellular level of several nucleoporins. Given the other
data presented here, it seems likely that this loss is
secondary to a defect in NPC assembly in the siRNA-
treated cells and reflects the degradation of nucleopor-
ins that are not incorporated into NPCs.

These phenotypes were accompanied, particularly in
Nup133-depleted cells, by the transient relocation of
part of the pool of many nucleoporins, including re-
maining Nup133 and Nup107, to cytoplasmic structures
that were identified as annulate lamellae (AL) by thin
section EM. AL are membrane stacks containing NPC-
like structures that are found naturally in some cell types
and whose production can be induced by imbalanced
nucleoporin levels (Daigle et al., 2001; Imreh and Hall-
berg, 2000; Wu et al., 2001). A decrease in accumulation
of several nucleoporins at the NE and the induction of
AL production were also observed in Nup98�/� mouse
cell lines (Wu et al., 2001). However, unlike Nup107 or
Nup133 depletion, removal of Nup98 did not affect
Nup96 or Nup93 targeting to the NE or the overall num-
ber of NPCs (Wu et al., 2001). Furthermore, depletion of
Nup98 from in vitro assembled nuclei did not lead to a
defect in NPC insertion (Powers et al., 1997). It therefore
seems likely that the similarities are superficial and not a
reflection of a similar mechanistic defect in cells lacking
Nup98 and either Nup133 or Nup107. In addition, AL
formation was not seen in vitro in the complete absence
of the Nup107-160 complex (data not shown). We there-
fore suspect that the transient induction of AL formation
in the siRNA-treated cells reflects defective NPC assem-
bly due to unbalanced nucleoporin levels. Similarly, at
least some of the effects of Nup133 or Nup107 depletion

(B) After 2 hr, GFP-NLS import cargo was added to the assembled
nuclei and the reactions were incubated for 30 min. After fixation,
import was visualized by confocal microscopy. The GFP-NLS signal

Figure 6. Addition of the Nup107-160 Complex Prior to NE Forma- from multiple nuclei was quantified. Error bars represent standard
tion Restores NPC Assembly and Import Defect of Nuclei Assembled errors between different nuclei.
in Nup107-Depleted Extracts (C) Chromatin templates decondensed in the presence of nucleo-

plasmin and core histones for 30 min (Hetzer et al., 2000) wereNup107-160 complex containing fractions purified on fragments of
added to mock-depleted or Nup107-depleted extract or a 1:1 mixNup98 or Nup153 or control fractions purified on a fragment of CAN/
of the two as indicated. Nuclear assembly was allowed to proceedNup214 were added to Nup107-160 complex depleted extracts and
for 90 min and NE integrity was checked. A second extract wasnuclei were assembled.
added, as indicated above the figure, to a final ratio of 50% of the(A) Nuclei were fixed after 2 hr and immunofluorescence using anti-
reaction volume and the reaction allowed to proceed for a furtherNup107, mAb414, anti-Nup153, or S49 (anti-Lamin LIII) are shown.
60 min. Scale bar is equal to 10 �m.Scale bar is equal to 10 �m.
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Figure 7. Depletion of Nup107 Prevents Stable Recruitment of mAb414 Reactive Nucleoporins to Chromatin

(A) A time course experiment was performed as in Figure 3. Time points before and after additions of membranes (mb) are shown. Insets are
longer exposures of parts of the images at higher magnification. Bar is equal to 10 �m.
(B) Assembly reaction, as in (A) using non-depleted extract in the presence of 5 mM EGTA (left) or 5 mM BAPTA (right). Bar is equal to 10 �m.
(C) Model of the function of the Nup107 complex in NPC assembly. See text for details.

on nucleocytoplasmic transport may be secondary con- some extent with a distinct function of the Nup107-160
complex, such that a mixture has greater activity thansequences of partial loss of other nucleoporins or reduc-

tion in NPC number. either alone. Alternatively, it might mean that there are
two functionally distinct forms of the complex that have
different roles in NPC assembly.Removal of the Nup107-160 Complex Prevents

NPC Assembly
The in vivo depletion data were suggestive of an impor- A Model for the Function of the Nup107-160 Complex

The data presented support a model for the function oftant role for the complex early in NPC assembly. Consis-
tent with this possibility, when chromatin templates the Nup107-160 complex during postmitotic NE/NPC

assembly (Figure 7C). The complex binds to chromatinwere added to Nup107-depleted Xenopus egg extract
they were efficiently incorporated into closed NEs, but at a very early stage in nuclear reassembly. Membrane

vesicles that will give rise to the NE can still bind tothese NEs lacked detectable NPCs. Removal of Nup107
from the extracts by immunodepletion resulted in effi- chromatin and fuse into a closed NE in the absence of

the complex. The group of nucleoporins recognized bycient codepletion of Nup133, suggesting that the entire
Nup107-160 complex had been depleted. The defect in mAb414 associates weakly with chromatin in the pres-

ence of the Nup107-160 complex, but not in its absenceNPC assembly could be reversed with affinity-purified
(Vasu et al., 2001) Nup107-160 complex, proving that (Figure 7A). Stable binding of these nucleoporins re-

quires both the Nup107-160 complex and the additionthe effect of depletion was specific to the removal of
Nup107 and its partner proteins. These in vitro data of membranes. Binding to chromatin of the mAb414

antigens, but not of Nup107-160 complex, is blockedstrongly support the conclusion that the effect of partial
depletion of Nup133 or Nup107 on NPC assembly seen by BAPTA. The stable interaction of the mAb414 anti-

gens with the chromatin is in turn necessary for theirin our in vivo experiments is both direct and specific.
In the in vitro complementation experiments, a mixture assembly into NPCs in the growing NE. The model, and

our data, therefore suggests that a critical step in NPCof the eluates from both Nup98 and Nup153 affinity
columns was more active in complementation than ei- assembly is the formation of a “pre-NPC” by recruitment

of soluble nucleoporins to the surface of chromatin in ather eluate alone. This might be trivial, since the eluted
Nup107-160 complex was still associated with the Nup107-160 complex dependent manner. We therefore

suggest, as did Sheehan et al. (1988), that postmitoticNup98 or Nup153-derived fusion protein when added
to the extract. Each of these proteins might interfere to NPC assembly initiates on chromatin, rather than on the
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membranes that give rise to the NE. Several detailed during NPC assembly into an NPC-containing NE as it
EM analyses of nuclear assembly in vitro or in vivo have does during de novo postmitotic NE assembly remains
been published. Although there is by no means agree- to be determined.
ment on the order of assembly events between these

Experimental Proceduresstudies, at least four (Comings and Okada, 1970; Gold-
berg et al., 1992; Maul, 1977; Sheehan et al., 1988) pro-

siRNA Experiments
vided evidence for the association of NPC-like struc- The siRNA duplexes used for silencing of Nup133 (GUCGAUGAC
tures with chromatin prior to NPC insertion into the NE. CAGCUGACCA), Nup107 (GAGGAAAGUGUAUUCGCAG) and a con-
We suggest that the structures seen in these studies trol siRNA (AAGGCCGAGATCCGGCACTTGTT) were purchased

from Dharmacon Research, Inc. HeLa cells were transfected usingwould contain, and be formed on, a Nup107-160 com-
either oligofectamine (Figures 1 and 2C; Elbashir et al., 2001) orplex template. Nevertheless, in order to be incorporated
calcium phosphate precipitation (Figures 2A and 2B; Jordan et al.,into the NE, the pre-NPCs containing the Nup107-160
1996) with 480 and 240 nM of siRNA, respectively.complex presumably need to make a direct or indirect

interaction with one or more integral membrane proteins Antibodies
present in the NE vesicle fraction. The two vertebrate The antibodies used were: rabbit polyclonal antibodies against hu-
integral membrane nucleoporins, gp210 and POM121, man Nup133 and Nup107 (Belgareh et al., 2001), Nup96 (Fontoura

et al., 1999), Nup98 (Wu et al., 2001), Nup93 (Grandi et al., 1997),are obvious candidates. Many models of NPC formation
Tpr (Kuznetsov et al., 2002), lamin A/C (Chaudhary and Courvalin,have proposed that the process would begin by recruit-
1993), Xenopus Lamin LIII S49 (Dabauvalle et al., 1990); monoclonalment of soluble nucleoporins to vesicles or preformed
antibodies mAb414 (BabCo), anti-Nup153 SA1 (Bodoor et al., 1999),

membranes containing integral pore membrane proteins and anti-SC-35 (Sigma) and autoimmune gp210 serum (Courvalin
(e.g., Drummond and Wilson, 2002; Marelli et al., 2001, et al., 1990). Secondary antibodies were from Jackson ImmunoRe-
and references therein), i.e., the opposite order of events search Laboratories, Inc. or Molecular Probes.

To generate specific antibodies against Xenopus Nup107 (anti-to that in our model. Indeed, the absence of chromatin
Nup107), amino acids 76–171 of rat Nup107 were expressed as aor any other obvious template underlying AL suggests
His6-tagged fusion protein in pQE30 (Qiagen) in BL21[pRep4] andthat the NPC-like structures present in these membrane
purified according to the manufacturers specifications. Antibodiesstacks are most likely recruited via binding to membrane
were raised in rabbits and affinity purified. To generate a resin for

components. Nevertheless, the fact that the Nup107- the depletion from Xenopus egg extracts, saturating amounts of
160 complex is recruited early to chromatin, and that antibody were bound to Protein A Sepharose (Pharmacia) and cross-
NPC assembly does not take place in the absence of this linked with 10 mM dimethylpimelimidate (Sigma).
recruitment, suggests a critical role for the interaction

Immunofluorescence, FISH, and EM on HeLa Cellsbetween chromatin and the Nup107-160 complex in
Immunofluorescence on HeLa cells was as described (Belgareh etpostmitotic NPC formation in the NE. This requirement
al., 2001). For FISH experiments, cells processed for IF analysismight arise either because the insertion process re- were refixed for 5 min in 3% paraformaldehyde, equilibrated in 2�

quires a closed NE but has to begin from the chromatin SSPE, prehybridized 10 min in 2� SSPE, 15% formamide, hybridized
side of the membranes (see Macaulay and Forbes, 1996; at 37�C for 2 hr with cyanine 3-oligo (dT)45 at 50 ng/ml in 15%

formamide, 2� SSPE, 1 mg/ml tRNA, and 10% dextran sulfate, thenFigure 6C) or because NPC insertion has to occur simul-
washed 20 min in 15% formamide, 2� SSPE, and 10 min in 1� SSPE.taneously with NE membrane fusion events. Since NPC
For thin section EM, HeLa cells were fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde ininsertion clearly proceeds in the absence of a closed
cacodylate buffer, washed, postfixed in 1% osmium, dehydrated inNE (Goldberg et al., 1992, 1997; Wiese et al., 1997; Hetzer
ethanol, and embedded in Epon. Sections were contrasted with

et al., 2001), we favor the latter possibility and represent uranyl acetate and lead citrate. For HeLa cell FEISEM, samples were
it in the model (Figure 7B). prepared and visualized as described (Allen et al., 1998).

A final question to discuss is whether the function we
propose for the Nup107-160 complex is directly related Nuclear Assembly and Related Methods

Fractionated egg extract preparation, immunodepletion, nuclear as-to the phenotypes observed in S. cerevisiae strains mu-
sembly, and FEISEM analysis were as described (Walther et al.,tant in components of the equivalent Nup84 complex.
2001) except that nuclear assembly reactions were 20 �l. For add-These phenotypes include several types of defect, both
back experiments, 3 �l of eluate fractions from the TAP-CAN/

in NE organization and in NPC distribution within the Nup214, TAP-Nup153, and TAP–Nup98 fusions, or of a mixture of
NPC (Doye and Hurt, 1997). It may indeed be, as has these fractions, was added. Membranes were stained with DiOC18
been proposed (e.g., Lutzmann et al., 2002), that these or DiIC6 as described (Hetzer et al., 2000) and observed live or in

fixed samples. Nuclear import reactions using GFP-NLS (a gift ofphenotypes are related to defective NPC assembly or
M. Fornerod, Netherlands Cancer Institute, Amsterdam) and BSA-insertion into the NE. However, it is also possible that
SLN (Palacios et al., 1997) as a control were as described (WaltherNPC formation in a NE that is reassembling after com-
et al., 2002).plete mitotic breakdown is a different process from NPC

For Figure 3, incubation was with Nup133 antibody then second-
insertion into a preformed NE. In the latter case, it is ary Alexa 546-coupled goat anti-rabbit IgG. After quenching this
possible that preexisting pores in the NE could act as reaction with nonimmune IgG, biotinylated Nup107 antibody, and
a template, or at least a location, for new NPC formation. mAb414 were added. mAb414 was counterstained with Alexa 633-

coupled goat anti-mouse IgG and Nup107 with streptavidin coupledAlternatively, preexisting NPCs might be necessary to
to FITC. All secondary reagents were from Molecular Probes.allow factors required for NPC assembly to gain access

to the INM via nuclear import. These factors might in-
Purification of the Nup107 Complex from Xenopusclude components of the Nup107-160 complex. Assem-
Egg Extracts

bly of NPCs into an existing NE is the norm for organisms To generate affinity chromatography resins, fragments of the
such as yeasts, that undergo a closed mitosis, but also nucleoporins Nup98 (aa531–716), Nup153 (aa210–338), and Nup214
occurs during interphase in metazoan cells. Whether (aa692–782) were fused to C-terminal histidine (6) and TAP tags

(Rigaut et al., 1999) expressed in E. coli, and purified on Ni-NTAthe vertebrate Nup107-160 complex plays a similar role
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agarose (Qiagen). For purification of the Nup107 complex, Xenopus Courvalin, J.C., Lassoued, K., Bartnik, E., Blobel, G., and Wozniak,
R.W. (1990). The 210-kD nuclear envelope polypeptide recognizedegg extract was diluted to 10 mg/ml total protein and 250 mM KCl

in S250 buffer (20 mM HEPES [pH 7.5], 250 mM KCl, 250 mM sucrose, by human autoantibodies in primary biliary cirrhosis is the major
glycoprotein of the nuclear pore. J. Clin. Invest. 86, 279–285.2.5 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM DTT) and spun for 1 hr at 200,000 g in

a Beckman SW55Ti. The supernatant was filtered and 4 ml were Cronshaw, J.M., Krutchinsky, A.N., Zhang, W., Chait, B.T., and Ma-
incubated at 4�C for 1 hr with 100 �l IgG Sepharose (Pharmacia) to tunis, M.J. (2002). Proteomic analysis of the mammalian nuclear
which saturating amounts of one of the nucleoporin-TAP fragments pore complex. J. Cell Biol. 158, 915–927.
was bound. The beads were washed at least 4 times with excess

Dabauvalle, M.C., Loos, K., and Scheer, U. (1990). Identification of
S250 buffer and the fragments were cleaved at 16�C for 1.5 hr by

a soluble precursor complex essential for nuclear pore assembly in
TEV protease in S250 buffer plus 0.1 mg/ml BSA. The supernatant

vitro. Chromosoma 100, 56–66.
was dialyzed against 20 mM HEPES, [pH 7.5], 50 mM KCL, 250

Daigle, N., Beaudouin, J., Hartnell, L., Imreh, G., Hallberg, E., Lippin-mM sucrose, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 20% glycerol, and 20%
cott-Schwartz, J., and Ellenberg, J. (2001). Nuclear pore complexesPEG20000, aliquoted, snap-frozen, and stored at �80�C. The differ-
form immobile networks and have a very low turnover in live mam-ent reactions were separated by SDS-PAGE (8%) and analyzed by
malian cells. J. Cell Biol. 154, 71–84.Western blotting or mass spectrometry. Mass spectrometry was as
Davis, L.I., and Blobel, G. (1986). Identification and characterizationdescribed (Shevchenko et al., 1997, 1996). After extraction from the
of a nuclear pore complex protein. Cell 45, 699–709.gel, the peptide mixture was desalted and directly eluted into the

spraying capillary. Tryptic peptides were sequenced by nanoelec- Doye, V., and Hurt, E. (1997). From nucleoporins to nuclear pore
trospray tandem mass spectrometry on a Q-TOF1 instrument (Mi- complexes. Curr. Opin. Cell Biol. 9, 401–411.
cromass, Manchester, United Kingdom). The product ion spectra Drummond, S.P., and Wilson, K.L. (2002). Interference with the cyto-
obtained were interpreted manually. Proteins were identified by ho- plasmic tail of gp210 disrupts “close apposition” of nuclear mem-
mology searching against a nonredundant database using BLAST. branes and blocks nuclear pore dilation. J. Cell Biol. 158, 53–62.
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